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ABSTRACT

Tritium gas is less hazardous than tritiated
water. The difference appears to be on the order
of lO1" rather than the previously used figure of
102. With an additional factor of 102 for pro-
tective clothine, a potential difference of 10^ in
the relative HTO to HT hazard results. The mech-
anisms for conversion of HT to HTO are not fully
known but models presented strongly link the
presence of H and OH radicals with the ultimate
formation of vater. Therefore a hindrance of this
conversion may be possible by using specific
quencher materials. The maintenance of tritium in
the gaseous form then allows for a wider variety
of tritium management schemes.

INTRODUCTION

Tritium control strategies grow increasingly
more important as fusion energy evolves toward com-
mercial reality. The purpose ox" the present paper
is to encourage thinking in terns of maintaining
tritium in potential work environments in the
biologically least hazardous form; that is, as
tritium gas, T2 or HT. In addition to the obvious
benefit in terms of reduced potential health hazard,
other factors evolve around engineering alternatives
to in-plant tritium control systems. The overall
coupling of containment cleanup systems and health
protection must continue to develop with increased
knowledge of the health effects of the different
tritium species and the consequent systems options
available subsequent to this understanding.

It is not the intention of the authors to
present engineering designs and economic trade offs,
but rather to point in some directions which are
thought to be of potential benefit to those people
who vill be involved in designing systems for
fusion reactor concepts. Toward this end, the
following topics vill be discussed: (l) The
relative hazards between tritium gas and tritiated
water; (2) conversion of tritium gas to tritiated
water; and (3) several aspects of tritium control
as they relate to worker protection.
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS - HT VS HTO

Both the physical properties and chemical
forms of tritium determine hazards from exposures.
The major exposure pathways include submersion in
a gaseous cloud, absorption from a surface and
ingestion. Tritium decays with a half-life of
12.35 years by emitting a beta particle having a
maximum energy of 2.98 fJ and an average energy
of 0.93 fJ.
Submersion: When an individual is submerged in a
radioactive gas such as tritium contaminated air,
the skin and other organs are exposed to direct
or external irradiation from the radioactive gas,
and internal organs are exposed to the gas absorbed
into the tissue. The low energy tritium beta
particles do not present a hazard for external
exposure since they are unable to reach the sensi-
tive tissues of the body such as the lenses of the
eye and the basal layer of the skin. In water,
which is nearly tissue equivalent, the mean range
of a 0.91 fJ election is 0.68 vm.1

The anatomical region generally considered to
be most susceptible to induction cf lens opacities
is the equatorial portion of the anterior epi-
thelium; this region is approximately 3 mm
behind the surface of the eye for adults.2 The
basal cell layer of the epidermis-located 60-100
\jm below the surface-is taken as the skin tissue
most at risk. For purposes of dose assessment,2

the mean depth of the basal layer is taken as
70 um. Hence, it is clear that the external ir-
radiation is of no consequence for tritium.

Remaining is the determination of effects
from absorbed gas in the lung tissue compared to
the gas contained in the lung cavity. Estimates
of the dose equivalent rate for the gas in the
lung are about 60 to 150 times that for the gas ab-
sorbed by the lung,3 hence it appears that sub-
mersion in a mixture of tritium gas and air will
be dominated by the exposure to tritium gas con-
tained in the lung.

With these considerations, the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
calculated a derived air concentration (DAC) for
submersion in tritium gas and tritiated water
vapor.3 These DACs are calculated to result in
a 5 rem dose to occupational personnel exposed
for 2000 hr per year. They are:

HTO 8 x 105 Bq/m3

HT 2 x 1010 Bq/m3
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It is easy to determine that a factor of 25,000
separates HT from HTO.

This factor is only a little different from
that arrivedrat by Finson and Langhan.1* In their
experiment, they found that after inhalation of HT
and HTO, equivalent rates of tritium appearance
in the 'body fluids of -nan occurred when the
specific activity of HT in the inhaled air was
about 15,000 times greater than that of HTO.

Although the figures of 25,000 and 15,000
were arrived at by different conEidera^ion^;, they
are remarkably similar. The 1CRP recommended
values are not currently reflected in the Code of
Federal Regulations which provide legal guidance.
However, it is generally true that this codeJ

follows ICRP recommendations and, if not on an
absolute basis, at least on a relative basis such
as the difference in the maximum permissible con-
centrations in air (MPCa) for tritium gas and
tritiated water. Hence, while not now law, it
probable, that by the time fusion reactors cone
into being, the factor of 101* will be seen in
distinction to the currently legal difference of
10?.

In a recent review of protective clothing,
Fuller and Easterly6 fourd that the relative
permeability of HT to HTO for currently available
fabrics varies from about 1 to 0.01. This means
that the use of protective clothing coupled with
supplied breathing air may increase the "relative
hazard" of HTO to HT from 101* to as much as 106.

Percutaneous Absorption from Surfaces

In any system involving body contact with
materials exposed to tritium, uptake of tritium
through percutcneous absorption will occur. Exper-
iments by Eakins, Kutchinscn and Lally7 addressing
the relative uptake from surfaces exposed to HT
or HTO point to about a factor of 10 less uptake
for surface exposures to HT. It does not appear
that there is any significant difference in up-
take among aluminum, brass, glass, or steel. For
most conditions it should be remembered that the
dose consequent to percutaneous uptake from sur-
faces contaminated by a radioactive atmosphere is
several orders of magnitude below the dose from sub-
Hiersion in that atmosphere. However, in the event
that protective clothing and/or separate breathing
air are supplied, the difference between the dose
due to submersion and percutaneous uptpke could
diminish and even reverse the order in some circum-
stances .

CONVERSION OF TRITIUM GAS TO TRITIATED WATER

It is clear that molecular diatomic tritium as
HT is much less hazardous than tritiated water
vapor (HTO). Hence, it is desirable to maintain any
paseous tritium in the diatomic form. In order
to control HT to HTO conversion rates it is neces-
sary tc understand the HTO formation mechanisms.

In the past, conversion of tritium to tri-
tiated water has been explained through oxidation
arid isotopic exchange mechanisms. The oxidation
mechanism

T2 + 1/2 02 •+ T20 ,

was introduced by Dorfman and Henaer8 in a study
of the reaction between tritium and oxygen initi-
ated by beta radiation. At tritiun pressure-:1 of 30-
lOh mm, they found the oxidation reaction rate to
be proportional to the first power of the tritium
concentration.

The isotopic exchange mechanism was introduced
by Yang and Gevantr-an9 in a study of self-radi atior
of a mixture of tritiui; gas (0.01-0.2 mn} an?, writes
vapor in an atmosphere of helium. They found the
exchange reaction to be proportional to the square
of the tritium concentration.

The above two inechanS r.ran have also bee:;
employed in a general way by other workers to
explain experimental results cbt&ined under
varying tritium concentrations and different
gas mixtures.

Physical and Chenical Processes

In a tritium gaseous mixture, the conversion
of tritium gas to tritiated water occurs through
a number of physical and chemical processes. The
tritium molecules of the mixture decay by emitting
beta particles (electrons) with an average energy
of 0.91 fJ, and a Eaxiraum energy of 2.98 fj. These
beta particles have an initial kinetic energy much
higher than the mean kinetic energy of molecules
in the mixture. Therefore, they lose energy
through collisions with the mixture molecules until
they become themalized and eventually disappear
by recombination with positive ions or by attach-
ment to neutral molecules. The luuiecules of the
mixture absorb some of the beta-particle energy and
undergo ionization or excitation, depending on the
amount of energy transferred; this results in the
formation of positive ions and excited molecules.
The relative amounts of ionization and excitation
depend on the energy of the primary electrons.
A primary electron with an average energy of 0.91
fJ when fully absorbed by the mixture produces
approximately l'fO-190 ions, depending on the V-
value10 (ionization efficiency) of the mixture.

The positive ions collide with neutral mole-
cules and undergo charge transfer or ion-molecule
reactions.11 A charge-transfer process preserves
the chemicai identity of the reactants, whereas
an ion-molecule reaction does not. For a charge-
transfer process to occur, the ionization potential
of the neutral molecule must be lower than that of
the positive ion. neutralization of the positive
ions through the processes of recombination with a
thermal electron or a negative ion is not probable
at atmospheric pressures and room temperatures.
The fate of the excited molecules is mainly to
decompose and form free radicals, and if the
excitation energy is high enough, the free radicals
may be in excited states.

The above processes result in the formation
of free radicals which then induce a number of
radical reactions. These radical reactions are
responsible for the formation of the final
products, in this case, the formation of tritiated
water.

In the presence of high concentrations of
vater vapor, ion clusters1' are produced by the
interaction of positive ions and vater molecules.
The fate of the ions in the cluster is not known.



Developing:;t of Theoretical Model

Experiments with tritium, oxyger ami nitrogen
were performed by Cacaletto et al. 1 ; In these
experiments the main component gas was nitrocen
and the total pressure was 700 mm. Self irradia-
tion of the mixture results in the formation of

Table 1. Calculated and experimental rates of
HTO formation

and T z excited molecules.
+ + + K

K 2, 0 2 and T? and N2>

The li;) ions are the main positive ions in
the mixture and will undergo the reactions1^>!5

N 2 + 02

and

k. = 5 x 10~ll cm3 molecule sec 1 (1)

N 2 + H 2 -> N 2 H
+ + H

= 2.1 x 10~ 9 cm3 molecule"! sec~l . (2)

In this discussion, H and T are used interchange-
ably. Although it is recogr.ir.iti that the two
isotopes may undergo reactions with somewhat differ-
ent rate constants, most of these are known only
for protium. The tritium atoms from Eq. 2 induce
a number of free radical reactions which are char-
acterized by the presence of TO2, OT, 0 and T
radicals, and the production of water.16'17

A steady state reaction is postulated and this
allows the production of tri^iated water to be
expressed1R as

2.U5 x 10"9
_1

dt

which is second order in tritium concentration since

[N*] is proportional to [T 2]. The calculated f^rst
order reaction rate constant of 1.5 x 10" sec" , is
within a factor of four of the experimental rate
of 5.2 x 10" 8 sec"1 reported by Casaletto
et al.13

Similarly, reaction kinetics have been calcu-
lated for near atmospheric pressure mixtures of
tritium, oxygen and argon with a 2055 oxygen compon-
ent. The resulant calculated reaction rates are
in good agreement (within a factor of four) over
five orders of magnitude with the experimentally
determined rates of Belovodskii et al.19 ('fable 1 ) .

For tritium mixtures which include moisture, a
noble gas, but not oxygen, the conversion process
is more complex and involves many competing reactions.
These reactions have been examined in terms of a
steady state model (Papagiannakopoulos and
Easterly)18 which is similar in form to that for
the dry air type mixtures. For the experimental
conditions of Yang and Gevantman9 the calculated
reaction rates are within a factor of two of the
experimentally determined rates.

Conversion reaction rates discussed thus far
have been measured at rather high concentrations
relative to current MPC standards. Data previously
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available on conversion rates extend from 3-7 x
to 3.7 x 1016 Bq in"3. They show a first order
tritium concentration dependence between 3.7 x 10 1-
and 3.7 x 101& Bq m~3, a transition region between
3-7 x 10 1 3 and 3.7 x 1 0 i 5 Eq rT 3 and a second order
dependence from 3-7 x 1 0 ] 3 down to 3.7 x 1 0 n Eq
m~3. Both these data and the theoretical model-
just described indicate a continued second order
rate below 1 x 1 0 H 3q m"3, however, work presently
underway indicates (Fig. 1) a possible reversion to
first order dependent rates. The effect that this
would have on reaction estimates is that, extra-
polation of previous data might tend to underestin-
ate the amount of conversion. Therefore, dose
estimates obtained by such an extrapolation
technique could be low.

Additional evidence in support of higher con-
version "rates at lower concentrations (than would
be found by extrapolation of previous data), is
that environmental conversion rates are of the
same order as are found in our studies. That is,
based on interhemispheric exchange of HT, a.
conversion half-time is estimated by Mason20 to
be between 6 and 10 years.

Preventing HTO Formation

For tritium mixtures without water vapor, the
formation of tritium atoms through ion-molecule
reactions appears to be a very important process
for the final formation of tritiated water. The
tritium atoms initiate the radical reactions
that result in the formation of HTO. Therefore,
the formation of HTO can be reduced by preventing
the formation of tritium atoms or by removing
the-ia before they initiate the radical reactions.
Then it would be possible to prevent or to reduce
the formation of HTO.

In order to minimize the formation of tritium
atoms, the ion-molecule reaction that produces the
tritium atoms must be reduced. A more efficient
competing ion-molecule reaction could be .encouraged
by introducing into the mixture an appropriate
additive gas. Further, the removal or reduction of
the number of tritiun atoms before they initiate
radical reactions can be accomplished by intro-
ducing into the mixture a tritium-atom scavenger.
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order reaction rate constant as a function of the initial tritiira concentration.

Such a tritiun-atom scavenger should remove all
tritium atoms and result in tritium-labeled com-
pounds less hazardous than HTO.

For tritium mixtures in the presence of water
vapor, the formation of T(H) and 0T(0H)rad-
icals appears to be a very important process for
the final formation of tritiatc-d water. Therefore,
an additive gas should be found that will remove
both H and OH radicals before they react with other
species in the vater forming mechanisms. There
are a number of such H and OH radical scavengers
vhich could be used such as hydrocarbon gases,
ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and l.itrie oxide. The
problem is to choose the one that is less hazardous
or forms products that are less hazardous than the
HTO and will not pose difficulties for the air
cleanup systems.

Hence, the problem of eliminating or reducing
the conversion of tritium to tritiated water is
reduced to one of finding an appropriate OH and/or
H scavenger for the given tritium mixture.

ENGINEERING IMPLICATIONS

A better understanding of 'the differing effects
of tritium gas and tritiated water vapor allows the
potential for tailoring systems for human protection.
Clearly, it is desirable from a health protection
point of view to keep tritium in its least hazard-
ous form - as T2. Accepting this point calls for
the directing of planning efforts with this con-
cept in mind.

Many air cleaning systems consist of an
oxidizer bed followed by a water trapping device -
usually a bed of molecular sieve or other desiccant.
Some systems attempt to trap unreaeted tritium in

its molecular form, however, most of these work
in an inert atmosphere and preclude the pres-
ence of personnel except those equipped with
externally supplied air.

Important observations have recently been made
for the' efficiencies of catalytic-reactor-adsorber
bed ducontaniinntion systems. Relative to the topic
of this paper, some differences need to be recon-
ciled for moisture collection efficiencies. Data
of Lee and Kadey21 indicate that transmission
through dryinc beds follow quite well the theoretic-
al plate model for the transmission of an adr.crbate
through a packed bed. This has been confirmed by
Aune et al.22 who obtained reasonably well behaved
moisture removal, followed by sharp breakthroughs
in small throughput columns handling 2 x 10"1* m3

sec"*.
The emergency air cleaning system described

by Flanagan et al.23 was designed to have a sharp
breakthrough at 3-7 x 106 Bq/n3 of tritium after
10 hr of operation with an inlet activity of 0.03,'
TBq/m3. However, their data indicate that the
absorber bed did not follow the pattern predicted
by a breakthrough phenomenon. Rather, their data
indicated that the tritiated water concentration in
the outlet was dependent on the inlet concentration,
indicating a channeling effect. This mode of
operation resulted in an oxide fraction released
through the adsorber bed exhaust of the order of
1 percent of the total tritium gas throughput. On
the other hand, moisture removal data of Sherwood et
al.2*1 indicate a constant moisture level at the bed
exhaust for varying input levels. These 3atter
data21* were obtained for a relatively small loop
processing 0.003 m3 sec"11, while the former data23

were for a relatively large scale system capable of



processing 0.66 in-sco"1 through a bed saturated
vitli 100;i moisture. In some contract to the
moisture saturated experience'''' tests by Gildea et
ul. 2 5 on a 0.1 ra' 2ec~' system using dry beas
appeared to yieJd concentration reduction factors 10
to 1000 times greater than the design specifications.
This w.-iy be partially due to some moisture in the
combustion air, although the dynamics of the system
are not fully ur:der:;U>cd.

It would apj.'-'"i' that rather detailed studies
of moisture hold-up efficiencies should take p]ace
for systems of sizes and shapes which can be used
for extrapolation to large air cleaning systems.
Assuming that effective HT -> Hi'O co:ivrrAon
inhibition can take pl;i;;e, it Blight be more advan-
tageous to think in terms of designs vhich place
more emphasis on more complete removal of the oxide
which has boon catalyzed.

For a given decontamination system depending
on the throughout and return fraction, the
principle source for tritiated wutcr vapor in the
volume to be cleaned might be the cleanup system.
In order to determine how this process competes
with natural conversion, one must have details
about the volume being cleaned. However, assuming
that the initial tritium, charge is as Ti and that
the conversion rate is or can be cade low, an oxide
decontamination factor of 101* is just borderline
to the relative toxicity of KTO vs HT. When
considering the possibility of using protection
clothing, the relative HT to KTO advantage may be
in the range of 10 5 to 10 6. Hence, a. system vhich
operates at an oxide removal efficiency of less than
10 5 to 10 6 can actually increase the hazard cf the
trinium within the cleanup volume and delay hunan
re-entry or reduce the possible work time in that
volume. Consequently, it seems more desirable to
spend proportionately more effort in the back-end
of the cleanup system which involves tritium oxide
removal.

When considerations are being made about
cleanup system size and cost it should be rit'ner
important to factor in personnel re-entry into a
tritium atmosphere at levels of tritium gas 10 5

to 10 6 greater than as tritium oxide. While high
tritium levels are not encouraged, due to outward
diffusion into the environment, it is thought that
there may be some significant trade-offs in terms
of system sizing when the tritium is maintained
in its gaseous form. In addition, since per-
cutaneous uptake is frequently, though not
always,ZG less hazardous than the inhalation route,
any design vhich considers increased HT concentra-
tions as a normal event or increased tritium
residence time under accidental conditions must
pay special attention to surface holdup effects
such as have been well demonstrated.

Additional engineering options which could
take advantage of the lesser hazard of HT might
be centered around the location of the secondary
and tertiary containment barriers. Ease of access
for repairs and lower initial costs are associated
vith single-walled primary containment systems as
compared with double walled systems such as
concentric piping and other enclosures.

CONCLUSIONS

The preceding remarks have been made in an
attempt to point some directions in which a
knowledge of the differing biological effects of
different chemical species can be used to econorsic
and engineering advantage. It is not proposed that
these considerations be effected on the basis of
our present technical knowledge but rather on that
which is certainly achievable with a modest research
effort.

Our knowledge of tritium management must
increase significantly and in specific areas if
3-T fusion reactors are to become compatible
with the needs of utility companies. Clearly,
in order to exploit the differing hazard between
HT and HTO much more will need to be known about the
mechanisms of uneatalyzed conversion over a wide range
of concentration and about the changes caused by
the variety of potential catalytic sequences in
the various loci of potential tritium leaks. In
addition, more complete data will be required to
specify the dynamics of tritium removal schemes.
Instead of saying that the tritium question is a
closed book, ve suggest that many pi-oblems remain
to be solved and that nembers of the fusion community
should continue to push forward vigorously in
pursuit of their solutions.
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